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Articles worksheets for grade 4 with answers

Content Content Articles are used to indicate the number of unique nouns (a, an) and to determine which noun is called (the). And they are indefinite articles. They are used to designate a unique countable noun in general or for the first time. Basic English grammar rules can be tricky. In this article, we will advise you on
the basics of sentence structure, punctuation, speech parts, and more. Exercises on articles for class 4 CBSE with PDF answers There are two types of articles: definitive article () and vague articles (and, an). Usually we use a vague article 'and' 'an', first mention some person or thing. By that we don't have to be clear
about which particular person or thing we mean. When we refer to the same person or thing again, we use a certain article to indicate a person or thing that has already been mentioned. There are times when we don't have to use any of the articles. Such a situation is called zero article, A and An are used to introduce a
noun. We use A and An to talk about one person, animal or thing. We use 'A' when the first letter of the noun is a conpro conprove. We use 'An' when the first letter of a noun is a vo vo vo vouche. It is used before special nouns. We use 'A' in front of you and the EU when they sound like Y'. Examples: uniform,
eucalyptus, etc. We use An' before silent h'. Examples: Honorable, hour, etc. It is also used before the noun that was mentioned, introduced or discussed earlier. A and A are an indefinite article, but 'The' is the definitive article. We use superlatives before. Example: Mt. Everest is the highest peak. We use before
Ordinals, names of rivers, lakes, oceans and mountains, names of holy books and newspapers, names of buildings and monuments. Examples: First, Himalayas, Pacific, Tribune, Ramayana, White House, USA Articles Exercises for Class 4 with PDF A Answers. Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles. 1st I just had
_____________ great idea. 2. Columbus was one of the ___________ first people through _____________ Atlantic. 3. ____________ Brits drink too much tea. 4. __________ The Thames flows into the North Sea. 5. Monika earns 25,000 rupees ___________ a month. 6. Dancing is ___________ a more interesting
activity than reading. 7. As captain ____________ ship I have complete authority. 8. __________ the people we met on vacation in ____________ north of England came from ___________ USA. 9. The thief hit me on the ___________ back of my neck. 10. Made eighty miles ___________ an hour on the ___________
highway. B. Fill in the following table with appropriate subjects. 1. ____________ the author of this book came to our school yesterday and gave us a ___________ lecture on the ___________ importance of reading good books for education. 2. When I woke up early in _____________ in the morning, I saw
____________ fine fog covering ___________ hills and trees. But ___________ an hour later, ___________ the fog disappeared, and _____________ the sun was shining 3rd When he went to school, he encountered ____________ accident. He got ____________ a bad impact on _____________ head and was taken
to __________ hospital in a __________ ambulance. 4. Bus __________ stopped at bus station ___________ . ___________ an old woman wearing __________ faded skirt and _____________ old blouse exited the ___________ bus. More about articles exercises for class 4 CBSE with answers When we talk about
something in general, not a specific thing, we use a noun without an article. We can also use plural nouns without article. It is also described as a zero article in English Grammar. Frogs are my favorite animals. Kids love to play games. Babies cry a lot. Glasses are things you wear to correct your eyesight. Birds are
animals that can fly. People like to watch TV. Nouns which do not show quantity are commonly used without and or an. An article like the, however, can be used with nouns that do not show quantity. I like sunshine. Sometimes I have fruit for breakfast. You have dirt on your face. The clock measures time. Add the sugar
in the tea to make it sweet. Slide show Read the story of the picture. A. Answer the following question by story. 1. What old trader leaves at 8am? ______________ 2. What does an old trader worship? _____________ 3. Who likes to visit their shop? _____________ B. If necessary, go to the article. 1. I rarely go to the
movies nowadays. 2. Some dresses are made of cotton. 3. What time is dinner? 4. Many Chinese people in Hong Kong speak English better than Mandarin. 5. I didn't forget the headache last night. 6. Flies and mosquitoes are harmful insects. 7. Which color do you prefer, red or green? 8. Honesty is the best policy. 9. I
will read economics and history in college. 10 Tokyo is a bigger city than Jakarta. Articles Paragraph Tutorials with Pdf Answers for Class 4 CBSE A. Read the following passage. Type the correct article in each empty space. If no article is needed, leave a space blank. The first one was done for you. John lives in the
apartment with his mom, father and sister Katy. _______________ the apartment has three bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom and living room. John's mom works in the office _____________ and his father stays at home and takes care of
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ He spends most of his time in the ________________ kitchen, preparing food. John and Katy help their father with _________________ chores. John likes to use a vacuum cleaner
__________ and Katy likes to sweep the ____________ floor. Dad gives John and Katy money when they help him. They usually spend their money on ________________ computer games! B. Fill in the correct article (A, AN or THE) if necessary – or leave blank. 1. ________________ modern life is stressful. 2. What is
_______________ the capital of your country? 3. ________________ the doctor earns more than the _____________ teacher. 4. Do you know who invented the computer ________________ ? 5. Have you seen Newspaper? I can't find him anywhere. 6. Is this _______________ the first time you stayed in
______________ Hilton? 7. Is the Nile River ______________ the longest river on _______________ Earth? 8. Several million visitors ______________ year are attracted to _______________ slopes _______________ Alps. 9. Meet me outside __________________ mail. I'll be there in the _______________ quarter
or ______________ hour. 10. ______________ young people tend to think that ______________ life has been harder in ________________ past. Reader Interactions Correct answers are bold. 1. I want an apple from that basket. 2. The church on the corner is progressive. 3. Ms. Lin speaks Chinese. (no article
required) 4. I borrowed a pencil from your pile of pencils and pens. 5. One of the students said, Professor is too late today. 6. Eli likes to play volleyball. (no article required) 7. I bought an umbrella to go out in the rain. 8. My daughter learns to play the violin in her school. 9. Please give me a cake that is on the counter. 10.
I lived on Main Street when I first came to town. (no Article required) 11. Albany is the capital of New York State. (no Article required) 12. My husband's family speaks Polish. (no article required) 13. An apple a day keeps the doctor away. 14. The ink in the pen is red. 15. Our neighbors have a cat and a dog. Back to
Questions These articles worksheets will help you practice how to use vague articles, and/an, and definitive article, . Illustrated explanations and exercises are great evaluation activities so you can feel comfortable with these basic words in English. We use them all the time, so it's very important that you know how to use
them properly! First, be sure to check the page that explains the articles. Remember, we use and/an for nouns that we mentioned for the first time or that are not specific. We use for specific things. Check out the examples below to remember how we use definitive and vague articles. Then complete the exercises and
check your answers at the end of the worksheets. Examples: We use A/anVy for nouns that are not specific when we can refer to any of certain things. Imagine, for example, that your uncle was just making cookies. You say, I want a cookie! (You want any of the cookies you made, not a specific cookie. So, you can use
a.) The word cookie starts with a convex sound, so we use it. If the word starts with a vouche sound, we use it. For example: A scientist had an idea. (We don't know anything about the idea, so it's not specific. The word idea starts with a vo vo vo voual sound, so we use it.) We use specific nouns when we know exactly
which things we're talking about. We use nouns for unique or plural. For example: Jack fell asleep in a green chair. (We know exactly which particular chair we're talking about.) Eric and Adam dye eggs. (We know exactly which specific eggs we're talking about.) We also use when the one of the Thing. For example: The
sun shines today! (There's only one sun.) Vs. A/an For the first time we mention something in the story we use and/an. Then we'll use it. For example: Anna told Rick a secret. The secret was a big surprise! Rick later told Angela. (We use the first time we mention secrets. After that, we use it because we know exactly
which particular secret we're talking about.) No ArticleRemember that in some cases, we don't use an article. When we talk about something in general, or when we mention a city or country, we don't use the article. For example: Parties are a lot of fun! (Parties in general are fun.) I was in Australia last year. (Australia is
a country, so we don't use the article.) So, that's how we use and/an, and in English. Now, let's practice! Exercise A: A or an? Look at the pictures, then fill in the sentences with or an.1. Bradley gave his teacher _________ apple.2. Holds __________ pencil.3. Emily is in __________ garden.4. In the center of the park
there is a fountain _________ .5. They had a __________ accident! Exercise B: A, an, or no article? Look at the pictures, then fill in the sentences with,, or no article.1. We visited the Taj Mahal in June.2. He gives her a ring. _________ ring is very expensive!3. Harold's angry. Has __________!4. John is looking at



_________ yellow map.5. Dave listens to _________ song in the car. 6. James is pulling a rabbit out of his magician's hat. ___________ Rabbit doesn't look happy!7. ________ toys are important for kids.8. She is wearing a _________ dress.9. She likes ________ books.10. Caroline is running a ___________ race.
Answer KeyExercise A: Or? 1. Bradley gave his teacher an apple.2. He's holding a pencil.3. Emily's in the garden.4. There is a fountain in the middle of the park.5. They had an accident! Exercise B: A, an, or no article?1. We visited the Taj Mahal in June.2. He gives her a ring. The ring is very expensive!3. Harold's
angry. He's got an argument!4. John's looking at the yellow map.5. Dave's listening to a song in his car.6. James pulls the rabbit out of his magician's hat. Rabbit doesn't look happy!7. --- toys are important for kids.8. He's wearing a dress.9. She likes --- books.10. Caroline's leading the race. Race.
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